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FROM THE NEWS

Two Bates Debating Teams Meet Strong Opponents in Eastern League Competition

'Unknown Representation' Scheduled To Clash With Wesleyan in Little Theater Monday Evening—Contest Friday at Mt. Holyoke

Bates will hold its second debate of the season on Monday night, November 30, when a Wesleyan University debate team will be its opponents. The debate will be held in the Little Theater of Mt. Holyoke College, and will take place at 7:00 p.m. Bates will be represented by the following: Paul H. Berkelman, Priscilla Heath '36, and Eleanor Green '37. The Wesleyan team will be made up of Newhouse, William Brown, and M. L. Little. The first debate of the season was held in September, and Bates won both of their debates. The Wesleyan team has shown great interest in the debates, and they are expected to give a good show. The debates are a part of the Eastern League Competition, and are held to promote good public speaking and critical thinking.

College Forums Continue To Be Very Successful

Ray Stetson Appears As Bates Representative At Colby

Ray Stetson, a member of the Bates Debating team, will appear at Colby College on Monday, November 30, as the Bates representative. The debate will be held in the Little Theater of Colby College, and will take place at 8:00 p.m. Stetson will be accompanied by two other members of the Bates team. The debate will be a part of the Eastern League Competition, and is expected to be a very successful event. The debates are a great opportunity for students to develop their critical thinking and public speaking skills.

Santa Claus Plans Campus Visit Today

While there has not been a freshman on the Bates campus since the last class of 1937, the tradition of Santa Claus visiting the campus will continue this year. The Santa Claus will visit the campus today, and will be accompanied by Mrs. Brown and several of the students. The Santa Claus will be available for photos, and will be distributing presents to the students. This is a great opportunity for students to have their photos taken with Santa Claus.

Garnet Tracksters Begin Indoor Training Period

Coach Thompson Has Large Squad At Work—Many Lettermen Included Among Candidates—Schedule Attractive

Coach J. J. Thompson has announced the formation of a large track squad for the upcoming indoor season. The squad will be made up of many lettermen from previous seasons, and is expected to be very attractive. The squad will begin its training period immediately, and will be available for photos. The track team will be under the direction of Coach Thompson, and will be a great opportunity for students to develop their physical and mental abilities.

Sophomores Eligible For Phi Beta Kappa Awards

Members Of Class Of 1937 To Compete For Prizes Which Will Be Announced In May, 1936—Meet Strong Opponents In Eastern League Competition

The members of the Class of 1937 are eligible for Phi Beta Kappa awards, which will be announced in May, 1936. The awards will be given to the members of the Class of 1937 who have shown the greatest achievements in their studies. The awards will be presented at a special ceremony, and will be a great opportunity for the students to be recognized for their hard work and dedication.

Weather Bureau Issues Records For Forecasters

College Prophecies Continue To Show Good Averages

Despite the recent improvements in weather forecasting, many students are still interested in making their own prophecies. The Weather Bureau has issued records for forecasters, which are expected to show good averages. The records will be available for students to use in making their own prophecies. The Weather Bureau is a great resource for students who are interested in weather forecasting.

Campus Briefs

Spofford Club

The Christmas meeting of the Spofford Club will be held on December 14, 1934, in the Little Theater at Bates. The meeting will include a special performance by the Bates Glee Club, as well as a presentation by a local artist. The meeting will be a great opportunity for students to enjoy a night of culture and entertainment.
We May Be Wrong But

WE ARE GOING TO TRY something dangerous. Our idea of talking with human beings is we are going to
dare to set down a definite conclusion. It is not that
natural or anything about it. I am simply talking of the
discovery of affection—putting on of the unnatural. This undesirable tendency is likely to be particularly
bad in the college atmosphere, where that situation is
found.

We are not inclined to believe that there is too great a difficulty
in distinguishing true affection from that which is inhuman
and that which is consciously affected. We feel that sincerely
little trouble recognizing that which is genuine, inharmonious
and that which is consciously affected. We feel that sincerely
true affection is interesting to us as a subject, but it is not
a subject which we could easily handle.

The use of the word “friend” is being used in a way that
is not generally understood. To a distinctly social used
homogeneous group or communities will continue to be the
word that means “friend.” He should be able to enter into
a discussion of affection or love with due consideration of
its expression and its effects.

Too many are we and the person who never can remem-
ber the proper place of affection. To this end, we feel that
people should be given some guidance in understanding
the various uses of the word “friend.”

More instances are not necessary to show the ways in which
affection can operate and produce so significant results in
the mind of the observer. Whether we are stupid or brilliant there
is something in each of us which other afflictions. Therefore, it
is not better to turn our back on our true faces and gain the respect
of these few, than attempt to understand what lies all.

Let us remember the statement of Gen. Charles Beavon, “How magnetize is naturalizing.”

N A L

Is There A Solution?

A FORM OF PRIMITIVE BARBARITY, Freshman Initiation, was
discussed for the school newspaper several years ago with an increasing and gratifying
spirit of fellowship as the result. Since its abolition a greater
feeling of democracy has prevailed, and a higher degree of co-opera-
tion now operates spontaneously between upper and lower classes. But when, after a period of democracy, the former “paracite” con-
cught suddenly before, it is all with the obtuse characters
tor and music.
Such a bubble of prejudice, hastily examined subjectively and
its examination objectively, we would probably not want to make
the same mistakes.

Prejudices of a small group of individuals should not degrade
the body of the nation how its largest single
Mr. Farley had fulfilled his boast of show-
ning the nation how its largest single
the brain and the results seldom do.

Debating decides the Duquesne
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Prof. Walmley Speaks Before Women's Clubs

Earmarks Of A Healthy Child: Subject Of Talk

By Faculty Member

Prof. Louis Walmley of the Physical Education Department gave an interesting subject of talk before the Women's Clubs. The topic chosen by the speaker was "Earmarks Of A Healthy Child." His remarks were followed by questions from the audience.

THOMAS THORNE MAKES FINAL LECTURE ON ART

Discusses Contemporary American Painting In Concluding Talk

By Faculty Member

Thomas Thorne of the Vermont School of Fine Arts made his final lecture last night in Chase Hall with a very interesting subject, "Contemporary American Painting." In the course of his talk, he discussed various schools of thought in American art and the influence they have had on contemporary art. He also mentioned the works of some well-known artists and their contributions to the field of art.

LOCAL RESIDENTS HELP GERMAN CLUB TO OBSERVE XMAS

Many Students Participate In Special Program At Final Meeting

By Faculty Member

Desperte Verein of the German Club in Bates presented a very interesting program last night. Among the many students who participated in the program, there were many local residents who contributed to the festivities.

LIBRARY FINDS

GREAT COMPANIONS

Complied by Robert Leavens

This is a little collection of poems and songs from all the recorded copy on the Bates library. Anyone who has any question about music, or any kind of music, will find this very helpful. The poems include some very interesting lyrics, and some very good songs. The collection covers a wide range of topics, from love songs to protest songs, and from folk songs to pop songs.

AMERICAN SOIL OF DECISION

Here comes Frank! has attempted to analyze the present social and political situation in the United States. He has attempted to give the reader a clear understanding of the factors that are influencing the current political climate. Frank's analysis covers a wide range of topics, from foreign policy to domestic issues, and from economic policies to social policies.
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